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GOODS AND LIVESTOCK-continued 

68. Classification of Goods, Livestock, etc.-continued 

Class 
Tin lids, as under

Not otherwise specified 
Flat nested 

Tinplate, packed 
Tinplate, scrap, for remelting. Owners to load and unload 

B 
C 
D 

Tin, scrap, for remelting. Owners to load and unload 
Tins, garbage, metal, loose or nested 

See section 72 E 
See section 72 E 

Tinware not otherwise specified. Charges will be computed at Class C 
on actual weight or at Class G, whichever is greater. 

Titanium dioxide, in multiwall paper bags 
Tobacco leaf 

See Fruit juices and pulp 
See section 81 

B 

D 
D 

Tomato juice and pulp 
Top-dressing mixtures 
Tow, dressed See section 72 E 

(Loose tow will not be accepted for carriage.) 
Tow, needled (upholstery padding) 
Towers, water cooling .. 
Toys, not otherwise specified, as under

Loose 
Packed, not otherwise specified 
Packed, direct from factories 

Tractors, motor . . See motor-tractors 
Trailers, carryall (heavy trailers used for earth moving) 

As machinery, earth-moving 
Trailers other than caravans completely unassembled (wheels and 

axles removed and trailer body reduced to its component parts) .. 
(or if cheaper each complete trailer unit to be charged at the rate 

for motor vehicles-section 83.) 

Trailers, other than caravans, not completely unassembled-

Not Exceeding Charges to be 
Based on 

G 
G 

A 
B 
C 

C 

160 kg in weight or 1.53 metres 
250 kg in weight or 2.45 metres 
500 kg in weight or 3.6 metres 
1 tonne in weight or 4.3 metres 

in overall length 250 kg per trailer .. } 
in overall length 500 kg per trailer .. B 
in overall length 750 kg per trailer .. 
in overall length 1.5 tonnes per 

trailer B (or at the rate 

Exceeding 1 tonne in weight or 4.3 metres in overall length (at the rate 
for motor vehicles) .. See section 83 
Henry silage trailer, partly assembled in three parts as follows: 
1. Wheels and axle. 
2. Draw bar assembly. 
3. Basket. Charge as 1 tonne per trailer subject to the provisions of 

section 123 B 
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for motor vehicles 
(section 83) if 
cheaper) 
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GOODS AND LIVESTOCK-continued 

68. Classification of Goods, Livestock, etc.-continued 

Class 
Trailers or sidecars, cycle " As parcels. See section 54 
Trays for attachment to farm tractors, as under-

Assembled. . G 
Collapsed or unassembled C 

Treacle D 
Trees in packages C 
Tricycles, children's As toys 
Trollies and trucks, road or rail (other than motor vehicles), not 

otherwise specified .. B 
Tubby barrows As wheelbarrows 
Tubes, metal, empty, for packing toothpaste and other preparations.. A 
Turf See section 72 E 
Turnips . . See section 72 E 
Twine, binder or baling-

Packed in bales or sacks D 
Loose C 

Type, metal D 

• 

Underfelt 
Upholstery padding 
Urinals, stainless steel 

16/6/76 

G 
G 
G 


